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Read this license carefully. You agree that by using the itemized software package, you have agreed to the software 
license terms and conditions. This agreement constitutes complete and entire agreement between you and Liquid 
Controls with respect to this product.

1. Liquid Controls hereby grants to Licensee a non 
exclusive license to use SR60 and SR600POS 
(hereinafter referred to as “Licensed Software”)

2. Under the License granted herein, Licensee may use the 
itemized machine readable (executable code) copy of the 
Software, including any subsequent updates which may 
be provided. Licensee shall not, without Liquid Controls’ 
prior written consent, (a) rent, lease, lend, sublease or 
otherwise transfer the materials hereunder; (b) remove or 
obscure proprietary or copyright notices which may be set 
forth on the Licensed Software; or (c) alter, decompile, or 
disassemble the program.

3. One (1) copy of the Licensed Software, including any 
software distributed on disks may be made for backup 
purposes only. No other copies may be made or used 
without the written consent of Liquid Controls.

4. Title. No title to ownership of any Licensed Software is 
transferred to the Licensee.

5. Upgrades. License upgrades may become available for 
the Licensed Software. Any cost associated with such 
upgrades will solely be determined by Liquid Controls.

6. Warranty. Liquid Controls makes and licensee receives 
no warranty express or implied and there are expressly 
excluded all warranties of merchantability and fitness for 
a particular purpose.

7. Limitation of Liability. Licensee shall have the sole 
responsibility for adequate protection and backup of 
its data in connection with the Licensed Software. In 
no event shall Liquid Controls be liable for (a) special, 
indirect or consequential damages; (b) any damages 
whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data, or profits, 
product, inaccurate input or work delays, or any direct 
property damage arising out of or in connection with this 
agreement or the use or performance of the Licensed 
Software.

8. Termination. Liquid Controls may terminate this software 

license granted hereunder and require return of the 
Licensed Software if Licensee fails to comply with these 
license terms and conditions.

9. Licensee acknowledges that it has read this agreement, 
understands it, and agrees to be bound by its terms, and 
further agrees that this is the complete and exclusive 
statement of the agreement between Liquid Controls 
and Licensee, which supersedes and merges all prior 
proposals, understandings, and all other agreements, oral 
or written, between the parties relating to this agreement. 
This agreement may not be modified or altered except by 
written instrument duly executed by both parties.

10. This Agreement and performance hereunder shall be 
construed and interpreted under the laws of the State of 
Illinois.

11. If any provision of this agreement is invalid under any 
applicable statute or rule of law, it is to that extent to be 
deemed omitted.

12. Licensee may not assign or sublicense, without the 
prior written consent of Liquid Controls, its rights, duties, 
or obligations under this Agreement to any person or 
entity in whole or in part.

13. The waiver or failure of Liquid Controls to exercise 
in any respect any right provided herein shall not be 
deemed a waiver of any further right hereunder.

! WarnIng
• Before using this product, read and understand the instructions.
• Save these instructions for future reference.
• All work must be performed by qualified personnel trained in the proper application, installation, and maintenance of 

equipment and/or systems in accordance with all applicable codes and ordinances.
• Failure to follow the instructions set forth in this publication could result in property damage, personal injury, or death 

from fire and/or explosion, or other hazards that may be associated with this type of equipment.

SoftWare lIcenSe agreement
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 overvIeW

lectrocount lcr 600 overview 

general InformatIon
This manual provides instructions for the initial setup, 
the calibration, and the operation of the LectroCount 
LCR 600. The Liquid Controls LectroCount LCR 600 
is a microprocessor-based electronic meter register. 
Its primary functions consists of configuring the meter 
system to the properties of the liquids to be measured, 
interfacing with the electronic components of the meter 
system components (and external components such 
as pumps, injectors, and shutdown devices), and 
performing Weights & Measures approved custody 
transfer actions. 

The LCR 600 performs well in mobile and fixed 
installations. It can control a meter system as a stand-
alone unit or used as a slave to a host controller such 
as a process controller or an in-cab data management 
system. 

The LCR 600 is a self-contained unit. All operation, 
setup and configuration functions can be entered using 
the LCR 600’s red selector switch and the alphanumeric 
keypad. No lap pads, laptops, or other data entry 
devices are required.

A point-of-sale upgrade or POS is available for the 
LCR 600. The POS upgrade gives the LCR 600 the 
ability to print tickets with pricing, taxes, discounts, and 
miscellaneous charges at delivery sites.

baSIc functIonS

• Calibration (single and multipoint) 

• Weights & Measures custody transfer    
   (product delivery and ticket generation)

• Metrological data collection 

• Presetting by volume

• Multiple production selection

• Four delivery screens

• Security settings

• Air and vapor elimination (with proper    
  accessories)

• Valve control (with proper accessories)

• Electronic temperature volume compensation   
  (ETVC) (with proper accessories)

poS upgrade functIonS

• Cash and volume discounting

• Multiple tax structures 

• Priced and taxed tickets

• 16 product calibrations

• 100 product names

• Presetting by price
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 InputS and outputS

lectrocount lcr 600 Inputs and outputs 
The LCR 600 can communicate with a number of components on a Liquid Controls meter system. The following 
pages provide a brief description of the components, a drawing identifying these components on the meter system, 
and a list of the LCR 600 commands and fields that correspond to each component.

Internal pulSer
Typically, an internal pulser is mounted to the bottom 
of the LCR 600 housing. A small shaft extends from 
the bottom of the internal pulser through the LCR 600 
housing where it attaches to a drive shaft. The drive 
shaft turns directly off of the rotors inside the Liquid 
Controls meter. When the internal pulser shaft spins, the 
pulser manufactures a two channel quadrature pulse 
output. The LCR 600 uses the pulse output to calculate 
flow measurements. The number of pulses equal to a 
unit of measurement is set during calibration and proving 
in the Pulse/Unit <k-Factor>: field.

temperature probe
The optional temperature probe, part of the Electronic 
Temperature Volume Compensation (ETVC) kit, 
monitors the temperature of the product being 
measured. Because the volume of many products 
expand and constrict considerably according to 
temperature fluctuations, the LCR 600 corrects the 
volume measurement to a base temperature (60º F for 
example).

prInter
Together, the LCR 600 and the Epson printer can print 
out four types of tickets (delivery, duplicate delivery, 
shift, and diagnostic). With the LCR 600 POS upgrade, 
delivery tickets can be configured to print completely 
priced tickets with complex tax and discount structures. 
The LCR 600 provides a “require ticket feature” to meet 
Weights & Measures standards and prevent unrecorded 
deliveries.   

S1 SolenoId
When energized by the LCR 600, the S1 solenoid-
operated valve opens the control valve on the outlet side 
of the meter, allowing product to flow through the valve. 
When the S1 is deengergized, the control valve shuts off 
the product flow. The LCR 600 switches the S1 solenoid 
via the selector switch (RUN and STOP positions) and 
during two stage preset deliveries (according to the S1 
Close: value).

S2 SolenoId
The S2 solenoid-operated valve is used by two stage 
meter systems to provide a dwell flow for preset 
deliveries. Near the end of a two stage preset delivery, 
the LCR 600 de-energizes the S1 solenoid-operated 
valve to stop product flow. At the same time, the LCR 
600 energizes the S2 solenoid to open a bypass pipe 
through which the remainder of the preset delivery 

passes. The solenoids are switched at a preset 
remaining volume or price determined by the value of 
the LCR 600 field S1 Close:.

S3 SolenoId
The S3 solenoid opens and close the vent ports of the 
meter system’s optical air (or vapor) eliminator. The LCR 
600 energizes and de-energizes the S3 according to the 
optical sensor’s reading.

optIcal SenSor
An optical sensor detects the presence of liquid inside 
optical air (or vapor) eliminators. When the optical 
sensor does not detect liquid inside the optical air (or 
vapor) eliminator cavity, the LCR 600 de-energizes the 
S1 solenoid-operated valve and causes the control valve 
to close. At the same time, the optical sensor energizes 
the S3 solenoid-operated valve, opening the vent ports. 
As the air and vapor evacuates the cavity, the liquid 
level rises. When the level reaches the optical sensor, 
the sensor detects the liquid. The LCR 600 energizes 
the S1 solenoid, which opens the control valve, and 
deenergizes the S3 solenoid, sealing the vent ports.

∆P Transducer
The differential pressure transducer, common in 
aviation applications, monitors the differential pressure 
(pressure drop) across a full flow fuel monitor/water 
coalescer. The highest differential pressure reached 
during the custody transfer is printed on the delivery 
ticket and displayed on the screen. If the differential 
pressure reaches a dangerous level, the LCR 600 can 
shut down the delivery. To set up a differential pressure 
shutdown value, a shutdown device (such as a valve or 
a dead-man) must be connected to the LCR 600, and 
a differential pressure shutdown value must be entered 
into the dP Shutdown Value: field.

auxIlIary outputS
The LCR 600 provides three open drain transistor 
auxiliary outputs for different external devices such as 
pump controls and additive injectors. Two of the outputs 
have settings that can be set in the Auxiliary 1 
Output: (Off, On, On During Delivery, and Monitor 
Flowrate) and Auxiliary 2 Output:  (Off, On, On 
During Delivery, and Flow Direction) fields. The LCR 
600 also provides auxiliary output connections for the 
LectroCount Remote Display (other types of displays 
are usually compatible). Signals from these outputs 
duplicate the volume data sent to the LCR 600 display.
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 InStrumentS and controlS

red Selector Switch
The LCR 600 red selector switch, located at the bottom left of the LectroCount LCR 600, has five positions. The 
selector switch’s primary purpose is to control everyday delivery and print functions. Functions include opening and 
closing the control valve in order to start and stop deliveries and prompting the printer to print delivery tickets and shift 
tickets. 

the fIve poSItIonS on the Selector SWItch
Run - opens the control valve to begin a delivery

Stop - closes the control valve to pause a delivery 

pRint - ends a delivery and prints a delivery ticket 

Shift pRint - ends a shift, prints a shift ticket, and resets 
shift data in the LCR 600

Calibration position - allows access to calibration 
configuration settings.

Red Selector Switch

Six O’clock Calibration Position

calIbratIon poSItIon
The red selector switch also provides a secure 
calibration position. When in the calibration position, the 
LCR 600 may be used to calibrate the meter and enter 
sensitive Weights & Measures data. 

To turn the selector switch into the six o’clock calibration 
position, the LCR 600’s switchplate must be removed. To 
take off the switchplate, remove the four screws holding 
it in place. If the LCR 600 has been previously calibrated 
and approved by Weights & Measures, you will need to 
remove the lead seal and the wire threaded through the 
switchplate screws.

Selector Switch & Seal

LCR 600

LCR 600 without Switchplate
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 InStrumentS and controlS

Text Buttons
Navigation Buttons

alphanumeric Keypad
The alphanumeric keypad serves as a navigation and data entry tool for the LCR 600. The four larger buttons on 
the right side of the keypad are used primarily for navigating to fields on the display screen and navigating from one 
display screen to the next. The ten smaller buttons on the left side are used to enter numbers, characters, and text 
when changing the value of a field. 

Arrow Button to scroll the 
pointer up the left side of 

the display

Arrow Button to scroll the 
pointer down the left side of 

the display

LCR 600 Alphanumeric Keypad

display Screens
LCR 600 display screens can contain up to 16 fields. 
The values of most LCR 600 fields can be edited; 
however, some fields are shown for data monitoring and 
informational purposes only and can not be edited, for 
example Temperature and Flow Rate.

SelectIng fIeldS 
To select a field for editing, the LCR 600 display screens 
use a pointer that scrolls up and down along the left side 
of the screen. If the field is not editable, the pointer will 
skip over it.

To select a field on a display screen:

1. Move the pointer  on the far left of the display to the 
desired field using the  and  buttons. 

2. Press the EntEr button to open a list box or a field edit 
box. 

After a field is selected, the LCR 600 will bring up a list 
box or a field edit box, depending on the field, where the 
value of the field can be changed.
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 InStrumentS and controlS

fIeld edIt WIndoWS
Some LCR 600 fields require a specific alphanumeric 
entry. For these fields, the LCR 600 will open a small box 
at the bottom of the screen where text, numbers, and 
characters can be entered using the keypad.

To enter a value in a field edit box:

1. Enter text, numbers, or characters using the multitap 
functionality of the keypad’s 10 alphanumeric buttons.

2. Press the EntEr button to accept the value. 

lISt box WIndoWS 
Some LCR 600 fields only have a limited number of 
possible values. These fields use list box windows to 
display all of the possible values.  

To select a value in a list box:

1. Move the pointer  to your desired value using the  
and  buttons. 

2. Press the EntEr button to accept the value. 

List Box Window after selecting 
Calibration Type field

Calibration Screen
Pointer on the Calibration Type field

Field Edit Window after selecting 
Calibration Name field

Calibration Type List Box

Calibration Name Field Edit Box

Press the PREV/ESC button to exit 
any list box or field edit window with changing its value

Throughout this manual, the type of edit box for 
LCR 600 field is included with the field definition.

 fE -  field Edit Box
 LB -  List Box
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fn box
The Fn command (on the up arrow button) provides a 
set of additional characters and commands that can be 
entered in a field edit box. The symbols on the left side 
of the Fn box are commands. The symbols on the right 
side are characters.

to activate an fn command or insert an fn 
character:

1. Tap the Fn button twice to bring up the Fn box.

2. Using the  and  buttons, move the highlighted cursor 
to the desired command or character

3. Press the EntEr button to accept the highlighted 
command or character. 

fn commandS
 Moves cursor to the farthest left position

   Moves cursor one space to the left

   Moves cursor one space to the right

 Moves cursor to the farthest right position

↔  Insert toggle

↕   Upper/Lower case toggle

∆  Deletes character above cursor

✼  Deletes entire field

IntroductIon - lcr 600 InStrumentS and controlS

multItap functIonalIty
While a field edit box is on the LCR 600 screen, the 
alphanumeric buttons and the down button can be used 
to enter characters in the field edit box. The character 
entered into the field edit box depends on the number of 
times the button is pressed successively, similar to text 
messaging on a cell phone.

Text Buttons
Navigation Buttons

Alphanumeric Buttons

Fn Button

Display Screen with Fn Box

Fn Box

Press the  button to backspace in 
a field edit window
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Delivery Screen Pointer 
on the Next/Previous Screen line 

in position for a screen change

Configuration Menu

navIgatIng from Screen to Screen
The LCR 600 contains nine groups of screens: Delivery 
Setup, General Setup, System Setup, Calibration Setup, 
Diagnostics, Security, Setup POS, Advanced Features, 
and Machine Status. Once a group of screens is 
opened, you can rotate through the screens in the group 
using the Next/Previous Screen field at the bottom 
of the screen.

Two additional screens, independent of the nine groups, 
are essential to operating and navigating the LCR 600, 
the Delivery Screen and the Configuration Menu.
The Delivery Screen is opened when the red selector 
switch is turned to the RUN position. Once the Delivery 
Screen is open, the three Delivery Setup screens can 
be opened using the Next/Previous Screen field. 
The Configuration Menu serves as a hub for opening 
the other eight groups of screens. It is included in the 
rotation of each group of screens. The Configuration 
Menu also opens when the red selector switch is turned 
to the calibration position.

To move from one screen to another:

1. Move the pointer to the bottom line of the screen: Next/
Previous Screen

2. Press the nExt or the PrEv button to navigate to the 
next screen or the previous screen. 

------------- or -------------

1. Move the pointer to any field in the Configuration Menu 
screen. 

2. Press the EntEr button to open the screen.

IntroductIon - lcr 600 InStrumentS and controlS

Press PREV/ESC button while pointer 
is on the Next/Previous Screen line 

to navigate to the previous screen

Press NEXT/ENTER button while pointer 
is on the Next/Previous Screen line 

to navigate to the next screen

In any LCR 600 screen, turning the selector switch to RUN will 
bring up the delivery screen and begin a delivery.

Delivery Screen fail-safe 
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon

To navigate to the delivery screens:

1. Set the selector switch to RUN, and the delivery screen will appear and start a 
delivery. -or- While the selector switch is set to STOP, PRINT, or SHIFT PRINT 
navigate to the Configuration Menu.   

2. Move the pointer to the Next/Previous Screen field and press the  nExt 
or PrEv button.

delivery Screens  detailed Pump & Print • aviation • Volume & Preset
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon

poS delivery Screens  detailed POs • aviation • Volume & Preset

To navigate to the POs delivery screens:

1. Set the selector switch to RUN, and the delivery screen will appear and start a 
delivery. -or- While the selector switch to STOP, PRINT, or SHIFT PRINT and 
navigate to the Configuration Menu.    

2. Move the pointer to the Next/Previous Screen field and press the  
nExt or PrEv button.
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon

general Setup Screens

System Setup Screens
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon

diagnostics Screen

calibration Setup Screens
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IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon

Security Screen

Setup poS Screens
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advanced features Screen

machine Status Screen

printer Status Screen

IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon
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delivery Status Screen

delivery code Screen

IntroductIon - lcr 600 navIgatIon
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IntroductIon - SecurIty

locKed
An owner/office security setting that limits the access of 
drivers to a small number of delivery, system, and POS 
fields.

to lock the lcr 600

1. Select the Security screen from the Configuration Menu. 

2. Move the pointer  to User Key: field and press the 
EntEr button. 

3. Enter an alphanumeric password in the field edit box and 
press the EntEr button

4. Move the pointer  to the Security: field and press the 
EntEr button. 

5. Move the pointer  to Locked in the list box and press 
the EntEr button.

unlocKed
An owner/office security setting that allows drivers 
access to a large number delivery, system, and POS 
fields.  

to unlock the lcr 600

1. Select the Security screen from the Configuration Menu. 

2. Move the pointer  to User Key: field and press the 
EntEr button. 

3. Enter the same alphanumeric password that was 
entered when the LCR 600 was locked. The value of the 
Security: field will change to UNLOCKed.

Throughout this manual, the security levels that 
allow access to a each LCR 600 field is included 

with the field definition. The abbreviation  for 
each security level is as follows:

 l -  locked
 u -  unlocked
 c -  Weights & measures calibration
 p -  Stop/pause
 f -  factory

Six O’clock Calibration Position

WeIghtS & meaSureS calIbratIon
The Weights & Measures Calibration security setting 
allows access to all fields and functions necessary 
for Weights & Measures approval and the complete 
configuration of the LCR 600 for service.

to enter the Weights & measures calibration mode

1. Remove the faceplate around the red selector switch. 
If the LCR 600 was Weights & Measures approved 
beforehand, you will need to remove the lead seal and 
wire threaded through the switchplate screws.

2.  Turn the selector switch to the six o’clock position.

Stop/pauSe
During deliveries, there are certain fields that may 
be edited if the selector switch is turned to the STOP 
(pause) position, for example, preset and miscellaneous 
charges fields. After editing a field, the delivery can be 
continued by turning the selector switch back to RUN.

factory
A security setting restricted to LC factory personnel.

levels of Security
Many fields listed in the LCR 600 screens are accessible only while certain security levels are in place. The security 
levels provide the safeguards essential for Weights & Measures approval, and they give owners and operators a 
means of restricting drivers to certain functions. There are five levels of security on the LCR 600: Locked, Unlocked, 
Weights & Measures Calibration, Stop/Pause, and Factory. 

When a delivery is active LCR 600 fields are not editable.
Active Delivery Status
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SecurIty 
date Format: (LB)     c - u
The format in which the date will be displayed and printed. 

MM/DD/YY • DD/MM/YY

date: (fE)     c - u
The date according to the selected date format. Enter two 
digits for the day or month, a backslash, two digits for the 
month or day, a backslash, and two digits for the year.

Calibration #: Display only
The number of times the calibration switch position has been used. 

User Key: (fE)       c - u - l
The owner/office password. The password is required to unlock the system in order to gain access to secured menu 
and data entry fields.  

Security: (LB)         c - u
Locks and unlocks the system. If the system is locked, access is restricted to Gross Preset, Net Preset, Product 
Code, Product Code, and No-Flow Timer.

LOCKed • UNLOCKed

Factory Key: (fE)         c - u - p - l
The pass key required for factory configurations.

IntroductIon - SecurIty

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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activating the lcr 600 point-of-sale (poS)
If you ordered the LCR 600 with the POS upgrade, POS was activated in the Liquid Controls factory before shipment. 
However, the POS upgrade can also be added to a LCR 600 that was shipped without the POS upgrade.

IntroductIon - poInt-of-Sale actIvatIon

To activate the POs upgrade:

1. Navigate to the Advanced Features screen.

2. Call the Liquid Controls inside sales department at 800-
458-5262 and ask for part number SR600POS.

3. Give the representative the values in the date:, 
Calibration #:, and LCR Serial #: displayed on 
the Advanced Features screen. The representative will 
give you an activation key.

4. Move the pointer  to Activate Point-Of-Sale and 
enter the activation key.
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lcr 600 Setup 

general Setup 1 
Unit Id: (fE)   c - u
A number used to identify the driver, location, or truck 
designated to the LCR 600. 

date Format: (LB)   c - u
The format in which the date will be displayed and printed. 

MM/DD/YY • DD/MM/YY

date: (fE)   c - u
The date in the selected date format. Enter two digits for the 
day or month, a backslash ( or decimal point), two digits for 
the month or day, a backslash, and two digits for the year.

Time: (fE)   c - u
The time of LCR 600’s internal clock. The time is kept by the LCR 600 and printed on the delivery tickets. Enter the 
current hour, minutes, and seconds in military time, for example 13:01:15 for 1:01:15 PM. 

Presets Allowed: (LB)   c - u - l
Limits or allows preset options in the Delivery Screens.
 
None disables all presetting

Gross enables only gross presetting

Net enables only net presetting

Both enables gross and net presetting

Sale #: (fE)   c
The number of transactions processed by the LCR 600. Any number entered in this field will restart the count and 
begin at the entered number. 0-999999 range.

Ticket #: (fE)   c
The number of tickets printed by the LCR 600, including multiple and duplicate tickets. Any number entered will restart 
the count and begin at the entered number. 1-999999 range. If a 0 is entered, the ticket # will not print on the delivery 
ticket and the value will not increment. 

Print Gross and Parameter? (LB)   c 
Determines if the gross volume and compensation parameter—if the product is temperature compensated—is printed 
on the ticket. 

Volume Corrected Message? (LB)   c
Determines if the message noting that the delivery volume has been corrected to a base temperature is printed on the 
ticket, for example “Gallons corrected to 60.0ºF”

lcr 600 Setup overview
Before using the LCR 600 to deliver fuel, it must be setup to fit its specific application requirements. 

a complete lcr 600 Setup Should
1. Configure the LCR 600 to all existing input and output components.

2.   Calibrate the meter system for Weights and Measures approval.

3. Enter user information and preferences.

4. Enter all data needed to run the LCR 600 POS upgrade (optional).

The simplest and most comprehensive method of accomplishing these four tasks is to go through each field in each 
setup screen and make the necessary changes. Start with the General Setup and move down the Configuration 
Menu list through the System Setup, Calibration Setup, and Setup POS screens. The following pages provide an 
explanation of each field in these screens, calibration instructions, and instructions for setting up the LCR 600 POS.
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general Setup

Pulse Output edge: (LB)   c
Determines the signal of the calibrated pulse output waveform. Some external components function on rising 
pulse edges, others on falling pulse edges. Refer to the technical manual of the specific component to determine 
requirements. 

Pulse Output Freq: (fE)   c
Determines the frequency of the pulse output per unit of measure sent by the Auxiliary Output 3 on terminal 42 of the 
J12 terminal block. Common components include external counters and injection systems. The default value is 1. 

general Setup 2
Ticket Header Text: (fE)   c - u (Lines 11 and 12 c only)
Supplies 12 lines where you can enter text for the ticket header. 
Every delivery ticket printed by the LCR 600 will print this text at 
the top of every ticket.

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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SyStem Setup

SyStem Setup 1 
Meter Id: (fE)   c 
The identification number of the meter the LCR 600 is 
mounted on. If the LCR 600 is installed in a multiple-meter 
system, it is important this number be unique. The number is 
printed on the calibration/diagnostic ticket. LC recommends 
entering the meter’s serial number to ensure identification.

LCP Node Address: (fE)    c - u
Node address used by a host application, like the DMS i1000, 
to communicate with the LCR 600.

Unit of Measure: (LB)   c 
The unit of flow measurement.
 
Gallons • Litres • Cubic M • Lbs (pounds) • Kgs • Barrels • Other 

decimal digit: (LB)   c 
The decimal place of volume measurements shown on the display and printed tickets.

Hundredths • Tenths • Whole

Residual Processing: (LB)   c 
The treatment of excess decimal places when displaying and printing volume measurements

Round according to one half of the least significant digit

Truncate disregards the excess digits

Flow Rate Base: (LB)   c 
The time unit of the measured flow rate.

Per Second • Per Minute • Per Hour

Flow direction: (LB)   c 
The direction of flow through the meter. If the LCR 600 is counting in reverse (decreasing numbers), select the 
opposite Flow Direction.

<− • −> 

Printer: (LB)   c 
The type of printer connected to the LCR 600. 

ePSON NewFontB EPSON 200 Roll and EPSON 220 Roll

ePSON NewFontA  EPSON TM-T88iii

ePSON OldFontA EPSON 290 Slip and EPSON 295 Slip 

ePSON OldFontB EPSON 300 Roll

OKIdATA ML184T OKIDATA ML184T

BLASTeR Cognitive Solutions Thermal Printer. 

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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Ticket Required: (LB)   c 
Determines if the printer is required to be online and ready to print in order to start a delivery. Most Weights & 
Measures governed truck applications require a ticket. 

Yes deliveries disabled unless a ticket is in the printer, the previous delivery ticket is completed, and the printer is operational.

No deliveries enabled without printer. Tickets will print if the printer is online and has paper.

∆P Shutdown Value: (fE)   c 
The differential pressure amount that will shut down an active delivery. This feature pertains to meter systems with a 
differential pressure transducer and requires a shutdown device. If the value is set to 0, the feature is disabled. 0 to 
59.9 range.

SyStem Setup 2
Temperature: (fE)   c 
The current temperature reading of the RTD temperature 
probe. To calibrate, simply enter the Weights & Measures 
thermometer reading. If the LCR 600 does not have an ETVC 
Kit, this field will read “--”.

Temperature Offset: (fE)   c 
The difference between the official Weights & Measures 
reading and the LCR 600 RTD reading. The offset is 
automatically calculated if an entry is made in the previous 
field. ±0.3°C or ±0.54°F range.

Temperature Unit of Measure: (LB)   c 
The unit of temperature measured, displayed, and printed.

deg. C • deg. F

RTd Slope:   f 
Factory calibration setting only. 

RTd Offset:   f 
Factory calibration setting only.

Last Calibration date: Display only
The date and time of the last calibration. 

Calibration #: Display only
The number of times the calibration position has been entered. For Weights & Measures use only.

Calibration event #: Display only
The number of times the calibration has been changed. For Weights & Measures use only. Calibration events 
include the following: Pulses Per Unit (k-Factor) • Linearization Flow Rate • Linearization Percent Error • Activating 
Linearization

Configuration Event #: Display only
The number of times the configuration has been changed. For Weights & Measures use only. Configuration 
events include the following: Sale Number • Gross Totalizer • Net Totalizer • Product Type • Compensation Type 
• Compensation Parameter • Base Temperature • Auxiliary Multiplier • Auxiliary Unit of Measure • S1 Close • 
Temperature Offset • Temperature Scale • Quantity Unit of Measure • Decimal Setting • Flow Rate Unit of Measure • 
Printer Type • Ticket Required Flag • Flow Direction • Meter ID • Ticket Number • Residual Processing • Print Gross 
and Parameter Flag • Print Volume Corrected Message Flag

delivery Screen: (fE)   c 
The format of the active delivery screen, four predefined. The detailed POS is only available LCR 600 POS 
upgrade. See the pg. 26 for illustrations.

User Defined • Detailed Pump & Print • Volume and Preset • Aviation • Detailed POS 
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detaIled pump & prInt avIatIon

volume and preSet detaIled poS

delIvery Screen lISt box

SyStem Setup

delivery Screens
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preparing for calibration
Before the LCR 600 is put into daily operation, the liquid(s) meant to be measured must be defined and proved. The 
Calibration Setup screens provide the means to do so. The LCR 600 can hold a total of 16 different calibrations. 
Calibrations must be defined according to type, and they can be named and coded for easy recognition. If the meter 
system is equipped with electronic temperature volume compensation, Weights & Measures temperature calibration 
can be made on Calibration Setup screen 2. The Calibration Setup screens also provide a field to set the dwell flow 
(S1 Close:) and to calculate a second volume in an additional unit of measurement (Auxiliary Multiplier: 
and Auxiliary Unit of Measure:). To prove the meter, you will use one of the BeGIN CALIBRATION 
deLIVeRY fields and the Pulses/Unit <k-Factor>: field. 

The Unit of Measurement: field is on the 
System Setup 1 screen .

calIbratIon and product termInology 
Previous LectroCount models used the terms Product Code, Product Name, and Product Type for calibration purposes. 
The LCR 600 has redefined these terms for the POS application and replaced them in the calibration setup with Calibration 
Code, Calibration Name, and Calibration Type. The definition of “product” has expanded to include not only calibration 

characteristics but also pricing and tax information.

Calibration #’s can be overwritten and reproved. 
Don’t accidentally overwrite a Calibration # 

currently in use.

Be Careful

to setup a calibration for a product (before 
proving):

1. Remove the switchplate and move the selector switch to 
the calibration position.

2. Navigate to the Calibration Setup 1 screen.

3.  Choose a calibration number (1-16) from the 
Calibration #: field.

4. Define the calibration #. Enter the Calibration Code, 
Calibration Name, and Calibration Type.

5. Navigate to the Calibration Setup 2 screen.

6. If using electronic temperature volume compensation, 
enter the correct Compensation Type. The 
Compensation Parameter and the Base 
Temperature fields will default to the values listed in 
the table on page 28. Ensure these values are correct for 
your application. Change them when necessary.

7.  Make sure the hose is packed. See instructions on page 
29.

8. You are now ready to prove the meter system.
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compensation types and parameters

product vcf type parameter 
coefficient range ºcelsius/ 

ºfahrenheit tbase tmin thold Tmax

General Linear Linear 0 to 0.003 ºC 15 -90 N/A +100

General Linear Linear 0 to 0.005 ºF 60 -130 N/A +212

LPG
USA

API Table 24 Specific Gravity 0.5 to 0.550 ºF 60 -50 -50 +140

LPG
Europe & Canada

API Table 54 Density 
kg/L 0.5 to 0.600 ºC 15 -46 -46 +60

Refined Petro-
leum Products
Europe & Canada

API Table 54B Density 
kg/m3 653.0 to 1075.0 ºC 15 -50 -40 +95

Refined Petro-
leum Products

USA
API Table 6B API Gravity 0 to 85 ºF 60 -50 -40 +200

General API Table 54C Coefficient 0.000486 to 
0.001674 ºC 15 -50 -40 +95

Lube Oil
Europe & Canada

API Table 54B Density 
kg/m3 800 to 1164 ºC 15 -50 -40 +95

Ammonia
Canada

NH3 N/A N/A ºC 15 -30 -30 +40

Single point or multi-point calibration
The LCR 600 provides two means of calibration, single point or multi-point calibration. A “point” corresponds to a 
particular flow rate along the meter’s accuracy curve. Single point calibration adjusts one point along the accuracy 
curve to zero percent error—typically at a flow rate representative of a normal delivery. Multi-point calibration zeroes 
the percent error at multiple flow rates in order to flatten out the accuracy curve across the meter’s range of flow rates. 
Multi-point calibration is ideal for applications in which deliveries are made at many different flow rates, while single 
point calibration is appropriate for applications where a high flow rate is typical for most deliveries.

Single Point Calibration Accuracy Curve Multi-point Calibration Accuracy Curve

Single point and multi-point calibration accuracy curves
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Single point calibration proving
To single point calibrate a product, the LCR 600 must make a delivery into a volumetric prover. The measurement 
indicated by the volumetric prover is then entered into the LCR 600 to set the k-factor (pulses/unit). The new k-factor 
establishes the number of pulses the LCR 600’s internal pulser registers for each unit of measurement that passes 
through the meter (for example, 205.8 pulses for every gallon). When proving for use in Weights and Measures 
applications, a qualified Weights and Measures technician must prove the meter. 

Run the calibration delivery at the same flow rate of a 
typical delivery.

Keep flow Rates Even

calIbratIon Setup

packing the hose
If you are proving the meter with a hose and a nozzle, you will want to make sure the hose is packed before beginning 
the proving delivery. This will ensure the same shut off point at the beginning and end of the delivery.

To pack the hose:

1. Turn the selector switch to RUN—do not open the hose 
nozzle. The display will reset and the solenoid will open 
the valve, packing the hose.

2. When the display has stopped incrementing, the hose is 
packed.

3. Turn the selector switch to STOP. This will de-energize 
the solenoid, close the valve, and reset the display.

4. Turn the selector switch to the calibration position and 
follow the proving instructions.

Prover Quantity list box 
with volumetric prover measurement

Calibration Delivery Screen

to prove a meter system with single point 
calibration:

1. With the selector switch in the calibration position, 
navigate to the Calibration Setup 1 screen.

2. Select the Calibration #: to be proved.

3. Move the pointer  to Linearization Mode: and 
select Setup.

4. Enter a k-Factor that approximates the size of the meter 
being calibrated. See table on page 30.

5. Move the pointer  to  the BeGIN CALIBRATION 
deLIVeRY field. 

6. Press the EntEr button to begin the calibration delivery 
into a volumetric prover. A delivery screen will appear that 
shows the gross volume and flow rate.

7. Move the pointer  to the eNd CALIBRATION 
deLIVeRY field, at the bottom of the calibration delivery 
screen, and press EntEr to end the delivery.

8. Move the pointer  to the Prover Quantity: and 
enter the quantity indicated by the volumetric prover. 
The LCR 600 will automatically adjust the value in the 
Pulses/Unit <k-Factor> field to the correct value.

9. Repeat step 5 through 8. Check the prover volume and 
the LCR 600 volume. If they are not within tolerance 
limits, reprove the meter.

Proving can only be done in gross volume.
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approximate k-Factors
valueS are for provIng uSe only. not to be uSed aS actual K-factorS.

lc meter Size Max Flow rate/Gallon revs / gallon pulses / gallon pulses / litre
P 60 12.237 4894.8 1293.11
M/MA 5 60 4.079 1631.6 431.04
M/MA 7/10 150 5.555 2222.0 587.01
M/MA 15/25 300 2.058 823.2 217.47
M 30/40 450 0.742 296.8 78.41
M 60/80 800 0.398 159.2 42.06
MS-75 700 0.255 102.0 26.95
MS-120 1200 0.158 63.2 16.70

calIbratIon Setup

to prove a meter system to a product with multi-
point calibration:

1. With the selector switch in the calibration position, 
navigate to the Calibration Setup 1 screen.

2. Use the instructions on the page 29 to run a single point 
calibration.

3. Navigate to Calibration Setup 3. Move the pointer  to 
Linearization Mode: and select Setup.

4. Move the pointer  to the BeGIN CALIBRATION 
deLIVeRY field. 

5. Press the EntEr button to begin the calibration delivery 
into a volumetric prover. A delivery screen will appear that 
shows the gross volume and flow rate.

6. To end the delivery, move the pointer  to the eNd 
CALIBRATION deLIVeRY field at the bottom of the 
calibration delivery screen.

7. Move the pointer  to the Prover Quantity: and 
enter the quantity indicated by the volumetric prover. 

8. The LCR 600 will automatically display a Point #: list 
box with the numbers 1-10. Select a number.

9.  The LCR 600 will then display a Linearization Flow 
Rate field edit box. Enter the flow rate of the proving run. 
The percent error is calculated automatically.

multi-point calibration proving
Multi-point calibration improves the overall meter accuracy by flattening out the accuracy curve across flow rates. 
Although accuracy tends to lessen at lower flow rates, the repeatability of the meter remains consistent. The meter 
might not be perfectly accurate at low flow rates, but it is inaccurate the same amount each time. Multi-point calibration 
takes advantage of the steadfast repeatability of a Liquid Controls meter by identifying the amount of inaccuracy and 
correcting it with a linearizing algorithm during deliveries. In order to apply the linearizing algorithm, the degree of error 
for points along the accuracy curve must be identified by making a number of deliveries at different flow rates into a 
volumetric prover. Multi-point calibration is very beneficial for meter systems that experience a wide range of flow rates 
(for example, trucks that fill tanks of varying sizes) and for meter systems that have recently undergone maintenance 
or other alterations that could change the accuracy curve itself.

Run the first multi-point calibration delivery at the same 
flow rate used in step 2. 

Keep flow Rates Even

For the first two proving runs, one should be near the maximum 
flow rate and one near the minimum flow rate of the meter. 

When choosing flow rates after the initial two proving runs, split 
the difference until all points are within 0.25% of each other. 

Multi-point Calibration tip

Proving runs are in gross volume only.
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multi-point calibration proving - continued

LCR-600: 60011

Adjacent linearization points out of
0.25% range.

The LCR 600 will not allow you to enter the Applied 
setting of the Linearization Mode: until all adjacent 

calibration points are within 0.25% of each other.

to prove a meter system to a product with multi-
point calibration: 

10. Repeat steps 4 through 10 using a new flow rate for the 
next Point #: until all the points between the lowest 
flow rate and the maximum flow rate are within 0.25% of 
each other.

11. Navigate to Calibration Setup 1. Move the pointer  to 
Linearization Mode: and select Applied. 

The linearization points on Calibration 
Setup 3 will automatically sort by flow rate 

after the Applied setting is selected.
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calIbratIon Setup 1 
Calibration #: (LB)   c - u - l
The active calibration of four possible calibrations (16 
calibrations possible with POS upgrade). The fields shown 
on the Calibration Setup 1 screen represent the values of 
the Calibration # shown. Any edits made to the fields are 
attributed to the calibration # shown. 

Calibration Code: (fE)   c - u
The code assigned to the active calibration. This code can 
be used to correspond with an office code.

Calibration Name: (fE)   c - u
The text designation of the active calibration. 

Calibration Type: (LB)   c 
The type of product of the active calibration. 

Ammonia • Aviation • Distillate • Gasoline • Methanol • LPG • Lube Oil • blank

Linearization Mode: (LB)   c
Disables and enables single and multi-point calibration. 

Setup allows the setting of single and multi-point calibration. Disables single and multi-point calibration settings in deliveries.

Applied enables multi-point calibration settings in delivery .

Pulses/Unit <k-Factor>: (fE)   c
The number of pulse edges per unit of measure. Applies only to gross volume. This number scales the prover 
quantity. A unit of 20.0000 is entered on all factory shipments. Changing the k-factor moves the entire meter accuracy 
curve either up or down. 

Prover Quantity: (fE)   c
The metered volume of the prover after a calibration delivery. When the prover volume is entered, the LCR 600 
adjusts the k-factor to calibrate the pulses/unit. See calibration instructions.

BeGIN CALIBRATION deLIVeRY
Starts a calibration delivery.

S1 Close: (fE)   c
The point during a preset delivery when the valve switches from full flow to a dwell flow. The value is set according 
volume units remaining in the delivery. 0 to 500 range.

Net Totalizer:   c
Net volume delivered by the LCR 600. In the calibration position, the field can be set to any positive value. The value 
resets after a clear all.

Gross Totalizer:  c 
Gross volume delivered by the LCR 600. In the calibration position, the field can be set to any positive value. The 
value resets after a clear all.

calIbratIon Setup

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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calIbratIon Setup 2 
Calibration #: (LB)   c - u - l
The active calibration of four possible calibrations (16 
calibrations possible with POS upgrade). The fields shown 
on the Calibration Setup 1 screen represent the values of the 
Calibration # shown. Any edits made to the fields are 
attributed to the Calibration # shown. 

Compensation Type: (LB)   c
The type of temperature volume compensation applied to 
the active Calibration #. Refer to the Compensation 
Types and Parameters table on page 28 to find the correct 
compensation. If NONe is selected, deliveries will be in gross 
quantities only.

 Linear F • Linear C • API Table 24 • API Table 54 • API Table 6B • API Table 54B •    
API Table 54C • API Table 54D • NH3 • NONE 

Compensation Parameter: (fE)   c
The coefficient of expansion, the standard density, API gravity, or the specific gravity applied to the Compensation 
Type. This  field has default values that are set when Compensation Type changes. Ensure the default value is 
correct. Refer to the Compensation Types and Parameters table on page 30 for ranges.

Base Temperature: (fE)   c
The base temperature for temperature compensated deliveries. Although this field is editable for some 
Compensation Type values, it defaults to 60°F or 15°C according to the selected Compensation Type. 

Gross Quantity: Display only 
The gross volume of the latest calibration delivery.

Gross Preset: (fE)   c - u - l - p
The gross preset for the next calibration delivery.

Temperature: Display only
The current temperature reading of the RTD temperature probe.

Net Quantity: Display only
The net volume of the latest calibration delivery.

Auxiliary Multiplier: (fE)   c
The factor used to convert the measured volume of a delivery to an alternate volume or mass unit. If this field is 0, it 
will not print on the delivery ticket. Users must furnish a conversion factor. 
 
   example  Auxiliary Multiplier = (SpGr) x (8.345 Ibs/gal)

SpGr = specific gravity

Auxiliary Quantity: (fE)   c
The alternate volume or mass delivered using the Auxiliary Multiplier.

Auxiliary Unit of Measure: (LB)   c
The auxiliary unit of measure printed on the delivery ticket.

Gallons • Litres • Cubic M • LBS • KGS • Barrels • Other

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance
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Calibration #: (LB)   c - u - l
The active calibration of four possible calibrations (16 
calibrations possible with POS upgrade). The fields shown 
on the Calibration Setup 1 screen represent the values of the 
Calibration # shown. Any edits made to the fields are 
attributed to the Calibration # shown.

Linearization Mode: (LB)   c
Disables and enables multi-point calibration. 

Setup disables multi-point calibration during normal deliveries. 
Used when proving and setting multi-point calibrations.

Applied enables multi-point calibration.

Linearization Prover Qty: (fE)   c
The metered volume of the prover after a calibration delivery. When the prover volume is entered, the LCR 600 will 
prompt you to select a linearization point number and a flow rate. After these values are entered, the LCR 600 will 
assign the error accordingly. See calibration instructions.

BeGIN CALIBRATION deLIVeRY
Starts a calibration delivery.

Point #: (fE)   c
The fields under Point #: are used to calibrate the meter/register at up to 10 different flow rates for each product 
type/calibration.

Flow Rate: (fE)   c
The flow rate at which the calibration point was measured.

Percent error: (fE)   c
This field contains the percent difference between the register volume and the prover volume.
 

percent Error = [(prover Qty. - Meter Qty.) ÷ prover Qty.] x 100

calIbratIon Setup

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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point-of-Sale (poS) overview
The LCR 600 POS upgrade enables the LCR 600 to deliver fuel and print delivery tickets with prices, taxes, and 
discounts. At the delivery site, drivers can add miscellaneous charges to the delivery total, make preset deliveries 
according to price, and print a priced delivery ticket. To do this, prices, discounts, taxes, and charges need to be 
loaded into the LCR 600. Once these are loaded, they can be combined into “products”. “Products” are created to 
match the needs of your customers. Since customers require, for example, different tax structures, a “product” can be 
created that suits any type of customer you have. The LCR 600 can hold up to 100 “product” configurations.  

poS Setup overvIeW
The LCR 600 POS was designed to be flexible during setup and easy to use at the delivery site. When a driver 
reaches a delivery site, he simply selects the preprogrammed “product” that matches that customer’s price, tax, and 
discount requirements. After delivering the customer’s fuel, the LCR 600 prints a perfectly priced ticket. A copy of the 
ticket can be given to the customer and another copy can be held for the drivers delivery records. 

In the LCR 600 POS, a “product” is the combination of a calibration, a tax structure, a cash discount, a volume 
discount, and a price. Often, a specific combination of these characteristics will apply to more than one customer; 
therefore, a driver can use one preprogrammed product for many customers. Before the products can be 
programmed, four of the five characteristics─calibration, tax category, cash discount, an volume discount─must be 
programmed. 16 structures can be programmed for each characteristic. Tax structure, cash and volume discounts, 
and additional charges are programmed in the Setup POS screens. Calibrations are defined in the Calibration 
Setup screens. The price is entered alphanumerically in the Setup POS screen. LCR 600 POS also provides a 
Miscellaneous Charges screen where any additional products or services can be loaded into the LCR 600. Drivers 
can add any of these products or services to the delivery ticket during delivery.

 

For typical deliveries, drivers will select the correct POS product for the customer, begin the delivery, add any 
miscellaneous charges, finish the delivery, and give a copy of the priced and taxed ticket to the customer. Certain LCR 
600 security settings (at the top of the Setup POS screen) allow drivers to edit the price and discounts of the product; 
however, the taxing and calibration characteristics of the product can only be changed in the Setup POS screens. 

1 2 3 ... ... 10098 99PRODUCTS

1 2 3 .... 16 1 2 3 .... 16 1 2 3 .... 16 1 2 3 .... 16 Manually
Entered

Tax CategoriesCalibration PriceVolume DiscountingCash Discounting

calIbratIon and product termInology 
Previous LectroCount models used the terms Product Code, Product Name, and Product Type for calibration purposes. The LCR 

600 has redefined these terms for the POS application and replaced them in the calibration setup with Calibration Code, Calibration 
Name, and Calibration Type. A “product” on the LCR 600 is the combination of a price, a tax, discounts, and a calibration. 
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Tax categories
You can setup 16 different tax categories (or tax structures) in the LCR 600 POS. Each tax category has ten blank 
lines where you can enter taxes and build a tax structure. The LCR 600 will apply a tax as either a percent of the 
delivery total, a numerical quantity applied per unit delivered, or a percent tax on other taxes. When a tax category is 
completed, it can be added to a product in the Setup POS screen, and when that product is selected for a delivery, 
the LCR 600 will apply the tax category to the delivery total and print a short summary of the taxation on the delivery 
ticket.

To setup a tax category:

1. Navigate to the Tax Categories screen in the Setup POS 
application. 

2. Select a category number (1-16) from the Category #: 
field.

3. Enter a name for the category number in the Name: field.

4.  Move the pointer  to A: field and press enter. The LCR 
600 will bring up the Tax Type list box (followed by the 
Tax Header Text field edit box and the Tax Value 
field edit box).

5.  Select the tax type from the Tax Type list box.  The LCR 
600 will then bring up the Tax Header Text field edit 
box.

5a.  If Tax on Tax is selected from the Tax Type list box, 
a window will appear on the screen asking you to select 
which taxes should receive the Tax on Tax. The letter 
of the fields receiving the  will be displayed in the Type  
column.

6. Enter a name for the tax type in the Tax Header Text. 
The LCR 600 will then bring up the Tax Value field edit 
box.

7. Enter the value of the tax in the Tax Value field edit 
box.

8. Move the pointer  to B: and press enter. Repeat steps 
5 to 7.

9.  Complete the lettered fields until you have built your 
entire tax structure.

tax typeS
Not Used typically used to erase an existing tax line item.
Percent a percentage, the Tax Value, of the delivery subtotal added to the total.
Per Unit a fixed amount, the Tax Value, charged per unit of delivered product.
Tax on Tax a percentage, the Tax Value, of the delivery subtotal and other selected taxes added to the total.

Be careful. Category #s can be overwritten. 
Don’t accidentally overwrite a Category # 

currently in use.

poInt-of-Sale Setup

Tax Header Text Field Edit Box

Tax on Tax - Application to Other Taxes

Tax Type List Box

Tax Value List Box
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tax categorIeS
Category #: (LB)    c - u - l
The active tax category number. Enter an unused number to 
create a new tax category or the number of an existing tax 
category to edit.

Name: (fE)    c - u 
The name or description of the selected tax category. 

Type: (Tax Type) (fE)    c - u 
The type of tax to apply to the tax value. There are four 
options:
Not Used typically used to erase an existing tax line item.

Percent a percentage, the Tax Value, of the delivery subtotal added to the total.

Per Unit a fixed amount, the Tax Value, charged per unit of delivered product.

Tax on Tax a percentage, the Tax Value, of the delivery subtotal and other selected taxes added to the total.
Name: (Tax Header Text) (fE)    c - u  
A name or description of the type of tax. 

Tax: (Tax Value) (fE)    c - u 
The value applied according to the type of tax.

cash discounting
Like the tax categories, the LCR 600 has 16 different cash discounting categories where discounts based on early 
payment can be outlined. Each cash discounting category has three blank lines where an early payment time period 
(entered as days from delivery) and a discount (entered as either a percentage of the delivery or a dollar amount per 
unit) can be entered. When the cash discounting category is completed, it can be added to a product, and when that 
product is selected for a delivery, the LCR 600 will calculate the discounted price and print them on the delivery ticket.

To setup cash discounting:

1. Navigate to the Cash Discounting screen in the Setup 
POS application. 

2. Select a category number (1-16) from the Category #: 
field.

3. Name the cash discount in the Name: field.

4.  Move the pointer  to the #1: field and press enter. The 
LCR 600 will bring up the Cash discount days field 
edit box. Enter the number of days after the delivery the 
discount will remain valid.

5.  The LCR 600 will then bring up the Percent Cash 
discount field edit box. If you want to offer a discount 
based on a percentage of the total delivery charge, enter 
the percentage.

Be careful. Category #s can be overwritten. 
Don’t accidentally overwrite a Category # 

currently in use.

6. The LCR 600 will then bring up the Per Unit Cash 
discount field edit box. If you want to offer a discount 
based on a per unit of the total delivery volume, enter the 
amount.

7. Move the pointer  to the #2: and/or the #3: field and 
press enter. Repeat steps 4 to 6, if you want to offer 
additional discounts for longer or shorter periods of time.

8.  Move the pointer  to the Apply discount field and 
select After Tax or Before Tax.

Tax Section of Delivery Ticket

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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volume discounting
The LCR 600 has 16 different volume discounting categories where discounts based on the delivery volume can be 
outlined. Each volume discounting category has three blank lines where a volume and a discount (entered as either 
a percentage of the delivery or a cash amount per unit) can be entered. When the volume discounting category is 
completed, it can be added to a product, and when that product is selected for a delivery, the LCR 600 will calculate 
the discounted prices and print them on the delivery ticket.

To setup volume discounting:

1. Navigate to the Volume Discounting screen in the Setup 
POS application. 

2. Select a category number (1-16) from the Category #: 
field.

3. Name the volume discount in the Name: field.

4.  Move the pointer  to the #1: field and press enter. 
The LCR 600 will bring up the discount Volume field 
edit box. Enter the delivery volume needed to obtain the 
discount.

5.  The LCR 600 will then bring up the Percent Volume 
discount field edit box. If you want to offer the discount 
as a percentage of the total delivery charge, enter the 
percentage.

Be careful. Category #s can be overwritten. 
Don’t accidentally overwrite a Category # 

currently in use.

caSh dIScountIng
Category #: (LB)    c - u - l 
The active cash discount category number. Enter an unused 
number to create a new cash discount or the number of an 
existing cash discount category to edit.

Name: (fE)    c - u 
The name or description of the selected cash discount 
category. 

discount: Display Only
One of three available levels of cash discounts.

days: (fE)    c - u 
The maximum number of days after delivery in which the 
percent or per unit discount is valid.

Percent: (fE)    c - u 
The discount, if paid within the allotted days, in percentage 
of the subtotal.

Per Unit: (fE)    c - u 
The discount, if paid within the allotted days, in per unit of 
the volume.

Apply discount?: (LB)   c - u 
Determines when the discount value is applied: BeFORe TAx or AFTeR TAx.

6. The LCR 600 will then bring up the Per Unit Volume 
discount field edit box. If you want to offer the discount 
as a cash amount per unit of the delivery volume, enter 
the amount.

7. Move the pointer  to the #2: and/or the #3: field and 
press enter. Repeat steps 4 to 6 if you want to offer 
additional discounts for larger or smaller volumes.

Cash Discount Section of Delivery Ticket

poInt-of-Sale Setup

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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poInt-of-Sale Setup

Volume Discount Section 
of Delivery Ticket

Miscellaneous Charges Section of Delivery Ticket

Add Miscellaneous Charges at the Bottom of Delivery Setup 1 
and the POS Delivery Screen

volume dIScountIng
Category #: (LB)    c - u - l 
The active volume discount category number. Enter an 
unused number to create a new cash discount or an existing 
volume discount category number to edit.

Name: (fE)    c - u
The name or description of the selected cash discount 
category. 

discount:  Display Only
One of three available levels of volume discounts.

Volume: (fE)    c - u
The minimum volume necessary to receive the percent or per 
unit discount.

Percent: (fE)    c - u 
The discount, if paid within the allotted days, in percentage of the subtotal.

Per Unit: (fE)    c - u 
The discount, if paid within the allotted days, in per unit of the volume.

Apply discount?:  (LB)    c - u
Determines when the discount value is applied: BeFORe TAx or 
AFTeR TAx.

miscellaneous charges
The Miscellaneous Charges screen is a list of any additional services or products your company offers. There are 
16 possible miscellaneous charges that can be programmed into the LCR 600 POS. Drivers can select the charges 
from the list during deliveries, and the LCR 600 will add the charge to the delivery total and print each miscellaneous 
charge onto the delivery ticket.

To create a miscellaneous charge:

1. Navigate to the Misc Charges screen in the Setup POS 
application. 

2.  Move the pointer  to the a blank field and press EntEr. 
The LCR 600 will bring up the Misc Charge Name 
field edit box. Enter the name of the charge. Only eight 
characters are allowed, so you might need to abbreviate.

3.  The LCR 600 will then bring up the Misc Charge Tax 
Category list box. Select the tax category that applies 
to the charge.

4. The LCR 600 will then bring up the Misc Charge Unit 
Price field edit box. Enter the amount of the product or 
service.

5. Move the pointer  to other blank fields and repeat steps 
2 to 4 until all possible miscellaneous charges are on the 
list.

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance
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mISc chargeS
Name: (fE)    c - u 
The name or description of the selected cash discount 
category. 

Tax Category:  (LB)    c - u 
The tax category applied to the miscellaneous charge. 
Choices include tax categories 1 through 16, no tax, same tax 
as product.

1 through 16 • None • Same as Product

Unit Price: (fE)    c - u 
The price per unit of the miscellaneous charge.

Setup poS (creating products)
After the tax structures and discounts are entered, you can begin creating products. A product is a unique combination 
of a calibration, a tax structure, a volume discount, a cash discount, and a price. On the setup POS screen, under 
PROdUCT SeTUP, the fields below the double line allow you to name the product and assign a calibration a tax 
structure, discounts, and a price. The LCR 600 provides for 100 different products.  All 100 products are all available 
for selection in the delivery screens.

poInt-of-Sale Setup

To create a product:

1. Move the pointer  to the Product #: field and press 
EntEr. Enter a number between 1-100. Make sure the 
number has not been used for a previous product.

2. Move the pointer  to the Code: field and press EntEr. 
Enter a code unique to this product.

3. Move the pointer  to the Name: field and press EntEr. 
Enter a name unique to the product.

4. Move the pointer  to the Calibration #: field and 
press EntEr. Enter the number of the calibration used to 
prove the product. 

5. Move the pointer  to the Tax Category: field and 
press EntEr. Select one of the preset tax categories for 
the product.

6. Move the pointer  to the Cash discount: field and 
press EntEr. Select one of the preset cash discounts for 
the product.

7. Move the pointer  to the Volume discount: field and 
press EntEr. Select one of the preset volume discounts 
for the product.

8. Move the pointer  to the Price: field and press 
EntEr. Enter the price of the product.

Be careful. Product #s can be overwritten. Don’t 
accidentally overwrite a Product # currently in 

use.

Code #s are often the same as codes employed 
by company’s office records.

If you don’t want to apply a cash discount, volume discount or a tax structures to 
a product, select a number that has not been programmed with a discount or a 

tax. See Cash Discounting on page 44.

no Discounts?
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poInt-of-Sale Setup

Setup poS (creating products)
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Setup poS
Lock discount Categories?: (LB)    c - u 
Allows or prevents access to the Volume discount: and 
Tax discount: fields in the POS Delivery Setup 1 screen. 
If NO is selected, the fields default to the values assigned to 
the product in Setup POS. 

Lock Price?: (LB)    c - u 
Allows or prevents access to the Price: field in the POS 
Delivery Setup 1 screen. If NO is selected, the field defaults to 
the value assigned to the product in Setup POS.  

Price Change Is New default?: (LB)    c - u 
If YeS is selected, any price change in the POS Delivery 
Setup 1 screen will become the default price for all subsequent deliveries. If NO is selected, the default price will revert 
to the value assigned in Setup POS. The Lock Price?: setting must be NO to activate this setting.

Allow delivery Price Change?: (LB)    c   
Allows or prevents a price change while a delivery is active. If YeS is selected, operators can change the price by 
turning the selector switch to STOP and changing the value in the Price: field. This is not allowed in most regions. 
Consult your local authorities for regulations.  

Product #:  (fE)    c - u - l
The active product number. Enter an unused number to create a new product or an existing product number to edit.

Code:  (fE)    c - u 
The code of the active product number. 

Name:  (fE)    c - u 
The name of the active product number. 

Calibration #: (LB)   c - u 
The calibration selected for the active product number. 

Tax Category: (LB)    c - u 
The tax category selected for the active product number. 

Cash discount: (LB)    c - u 
The cash discount selected for the active product number.

Volume discount: (LB)    c - u 
The volume discount selected for the active product number.

Price:  (fE)    c - u 
The price for the active product number.

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type

poInt-of-Sale Setup
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operation overview
After setting up the LCR 600 to your specifications, the 
selector switch faceplate must be fastened and sealed 
before the LCR 600 is ready for everyday use. While the 
faceplate is on, the calibration position is not accessible. 
Still, the LCR 600 can perform all necessary delivery 
functions including: beginning deliveries, pausing 
deliveries, ending and printing delivery tickets, setting 
and making preset deliveries, printing duplicate tickets, 
printing diagnostic tickets, ending shifts, and printing 
shift tickets. 

making a delivery
Making a delivery with the LCR 600 is a simple matter of 
turning the selector switch to RUN, taking the nozzle to 
the fueling point, and filling the tank. When the selector 
switch is turned to RUN, the LCR 600 opens the control 
valve, product flows through the meter (if the system 
pump is on), and the LCR 600 displays the delivery 
volume as it increases. When the delivery is completed, 
turn the switch to PRINT to print the delivery ticket and 
close the control valve. If you have an Epson slip printer, 
make sure the printer has a new delivery ticket loaded 
in the printer for each delivery. Epson roll printers do not 
require paper replacement until the paper roll runs out.

To make a delivery with an epson slip printer:

1. Press RELEASE on the printer. Insert a blank delivery 
ticket.

2. Press FORWARD on the printer to engage the ticket.

3.  Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to RUN.

4. Take the nozzle to the fueling point and fill the tank.

5. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to PRINT to print a 
delivery ticket.

6. When the ticket finishes printing, press RELEASE on the 
printer. Remove the ticket.

7. Insert a blank delivery ticket and press FORWARD on the 
printer to engage the new ticket

poSItIonS on the Selector SWItch
Run - opens the control valve to begin a delivery

Stop - closes the control valve to pause a delivery 

pRint - ends a delivery and prints a delivery ticket 

Shift pRint - ends a shift, prints a shift ticket, and resets 
shift data in the LCR 600

SlIp prInter buttonS and IndIcator lIghtS
powER light - light indicates power is on

RELEASE light- light indicates ticket can be removed

pApER out light- light indicates no paper in printer 

foRwARD button - moves paper forward

REvERSE button- moves paper backward

RELEASE button- release ticket for removal

roll prInter buttonS and IndIcator lIghtS
ERRoR light- light indicates printer unable to print (see 

printer manual

powER light - light indicates power is on

pApER out light- light indicates no paper in printer 

fEED button - moves paper forward

The LCR 600 will not begin a delivery without a ticket 
engaged in the slip printer.

To make a delivery with an epson roll printer:

1. Check for paper in the roll printer.

2. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to RUN.

4. Take the nozzle to the fueling point and fill the tank.

5. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to PRINT to print a 
record of the delivery.

operatIon - overvIeW/maKIng a delIvery
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operatIon - delIvery ScreenS

delivery Screens
After switching the selector switch to RUN, one of four delivery screens will appear on the screen—Detailed Pump 
& Print, Volume and Preset, Aviation, and POS Delivery. Most fields in the delivery screens are display only. Without 
the LCR 600 POS upgrade, the only editable fields are the preset fields. With the POS upgrade, the POS Delivery 
screen contains editable fields that effect the pricing configuration printed on the delivery ticket. To change the delivery 
screen, use the delivery Screen field on the System Setup 2 screen. 

detaIled pump & prInt

avIatIon

volume and preSet

detaIled pump & prInt
Calibration details - Display Only
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration 
name, and calibration type of the active calibration

Net Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to net volume. This field will be 
named Gross Preset when the active calibration is 
not temperature compensated. 

Temperature: Display only
The current temperature reading of the RTD temperature 
probe.

Flow Rate:  Display Only
The current flow rate through the meter.

Net Totalizer: Display only
Net volume delivered by the LCR 600. In the calibration 
position, the field can be set to any positive value. The 
value resets after a clear all. This field only appears 
when the calibration is temperature compensated.

Gross Totalizer: Display only 
Gross volume delivered by the LCR 600. In the 
calibration position, the field can be set to any positive 
value. The value resets after a clear all.

avIatIon
∆P:  Display only
The current differential pressure. Field only shown if the 
LCR 600 is connected to a ∆P transducer.

volume and preSet
Product #:  Display only
The active product number. 
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operatIon - delIvery ScreenS

preset deliveries  
A preset delivery automatically closes the control valve 
and ends a delivery when the LCR 600 reaches a 
predetermined volume. Preset volumes can be entered 
before in the Gross Preset, Net Preset, or Price 
Preset (POS upgrade only) fields. When the selector 
switch is turned to RUN and the nozzle opened, the LCR 
600 will automatically end the delivery volume reaches 
the preset volume. 

The location of preset fields varies according to the type 
delivery screen activated. There are preset fields on the 
Detailed Pump & Print delivery screen, Detailed POS 
delivery screen, the Delivery Setup 1 screen, and the 
Delivery Setup 1 (POS).

Detailed Pump & Print Preset Field

POS Delivery Preset Fields

delivery Screens (continued)

poS delIvery 
Product #:  (fE)    c - u - l
The active product number. Select the field to change 
the product for the next delivery.
 
Gross Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to gross volume. This field will 
be Net Preset when the active product is temperature 
compensated. See preset directions on pg. 46.

Price Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to gross volume. See preset 
directions below.

Total Price excluding Tax:  Display Only
The total price according to the current volume and price 
per unit

Flow Rate:  Display Only
The current flow rate through the meter.

Add Miscellaneous Charges  u - l - p
Opens the Add Miscellaneous Charges screen where 
you can select products and services and add their price 
to the total. 

To add a miscellaneous charge to a delivery:

1. Turn the selector switch to RUN to start a delivery.

2. Turn the selector switch to STOP to pause the delivery.

3.  Move the pointer  to the Add Miscellaneous 
Charges field and press EntEr. 

4. Move the pointer  to a charge, press EntEr, enter an 
amount into the  filed box, and press EntEr. 

5. Move the pointer  to  Next/Previous Screen and 
press EntEr.

6. Turn the selector switch to RUN to resume the delivery.

Add Miscellaneous Charges Screen

POS Delivery Screen
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Delivery Setup 1 Preset Fields

Delivery Setup 1 (POS) Preset Fields

operatIon - preSet delIverIeS

packing the hose
To comply with Weights & Measures requirements, it is necessary to start and stop each delivery with a fully packed 
hose. Normally, this will be the case. However, there are times where the hose is not fully packed (e. g., after a preset 
delivery). In those instances, the hose must be packed and the register zeroed before making the next delivery.

To pack the hose:

1. Turn the selector switch to RUN—do not open the hose 
nozzle. The display will reset and the solenoid will open 
the valve, packing the hose.

2. When the display has stopped incrementing, the hose is 
packed.

3. Turn the selector switch to STOP. This will de-energize 
the solenoid and close the valve.

4. Turn the selector switch back to RUN. The display will 
reset to zero, and the solenoid will energize again and 
open the valve. If more than one gallon or five litres 
register on the LCR 600, the display will not zero out.

5. Open the hose nozzle and begin the delivery.

 This procedure will not work for an empty or dry 
hose. If more than 1 gallon or 5 litres of liquid is 

required to pack the hose, a delivery ticket must be 
printed.

The selector switch can only be turned to STOP 
one time per delivery, at the start of the delivery, to 

pack the hose.

groSS, net, and prIce preSetS
The LCR 600 will deliver gross and net presets. LCR 
600s with the POS upgrade will deliver price presets 
as well. If the active calibration is not temperature 
compensated, the LCR 600 will only deliver gross 
volume presets. If the active calibration is temperature 
compensated, both gross and net presets can be 
delivered (depending on system settings). 

preSet typeS
The LCR 600 provides four settings for preset deliveries. 
The Preset Type field is on the Delivery Setup 1 
screen for the base and POS LCR 600 software.

Clear resets the preset values to 0 after the current delivery is 
ended. 

Retain maintains the preset values to be used again on the next 
delivery. 

Multiple allows more than one preset to be run before a delivery 
ticket is printed. Delivery ticket printed with PRINT command.

Inventory maintains the remaining preset amount between 
deliveries. This option is typically used to indicate the remaining 
volume in the vehicle tank.

S1 cloSe
The S1 Close field sets the duration, in volume, of 
the dwell flow before the end of a preset delivery. For 
example, if the S1 close value is two gallons and the 
preset volume is 20 gallons, the dwell flow will begin 
18 gallons into the delivery. A dwell flow slows the flow 
rate before the end of a delivery to lessen the hydraulic 
shock incurred upon shut off. The S1 Close field is on 
the Calibration Setup 1 screen.

LCR 600 price presets add taxes into the total 
preset value but it does not account for discounts 

or miscellaneous charges. The LCR 600 will deliver 
the volume as close to the price as possible without 

exceeding the preset price

what’s in a price preset?
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duplicate delivery tickets
To print a duplicate delivery ticket:

1. Press RELEASE on the printer. Insert a blank delivery 
ticket.

2. Press FORWARD on the printer to engage the ticket.

3. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to PRINT and then to 
STOP.  

4. When the ticket fi nishes printing, press RELEASE on 
the printer. Remove the ticket.

5. Insert a blank delivery ticket and press FORWARD on 
the printer to engage the new ticket

To print a shift ticket:

1. Press RELEASE on the printer. Insert a blank delivery 
ticket.

2. Press FORWARD on the printer to engage the ticket.

3. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to SHIFT PRINT.

4. When the ticket fi nishes printing, press RELEASE on 
the printer. Remove the ticket.

5. Insert a blank delivery ticket and press FORWARD on 
the printer to engage the new ticket

Duplicate Delivery Ticket

Shift tickets 

Shift Ticket

operatIon - tIcKetS

Shift tickets can run over the length of a standard slip 
printer ticket especially if more than one product was 

delivered during the shift. Two tickets may be required. 
When the printer stops printing, replace the ticket and 

press EntEr on the LCR 600.
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delIvery Setup 1
product & Calibration details  (fE)   u - l
C1   PT1  GAS 91  Gasoline
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name 
and calibration type of the active calibration

Calibration Code: (fE)   u - l
The code assigned to the active calibration. Often, this code 
corresponds with an office code.

Calibration Name: (fE)   u - l
The text designation of the active calibration. 

Preset Type: (LB)   u
Provides four options for handling preset deliveries.

Clear resets the preset values to 0 after the current delivery is ended. 

Retain maintains the preset values to be used again on the next delivery. 

Multiple allows more than one preset to be run before a delivery ticket is printed. Delivery ticket printed with PRINT command.

Inventory maintains the remaining preset amount between deliveries. Typically used to indicate the remaining volume in the vehicle tank.

Net Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to net volume.

Gross Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to gross volume.

Price/Unit: (fE)   u - l - p
The active price per unit of measure. 

Tax/Unit: (fE)   u - l
The active tax per unit of measure.

Percent Tax: (fE)   u - l
The percentage of the total price added to the total price as a tax.

Total Price: Display Only
The total price of the active delivery.

No-Flow Timer: (fE)   u - l
The amount of time until the LCR 600 ends a delivery and prints a ticket after it senses that no product is flowing 
through the meter. The time can be set from 0 to 3600 seconds. If the time is set as 0, the feature is deactivated and 
the message “Multiple Deliveries at One Site” will be printed on the delivery ticket. If the value is greater than 180, the 
message “Multiple Deliveries at One Site” will be printed on the delivery ticket. The No-Flow Timer protects product 
from being delivered to unauthorized locations sometimes referred to as “riding the ticket”. Increasing the value allow 
fuelers to deliver fuel to more than one tank (or fueling point) at a single site and print one ticket that includes every 
tank at that site. The No-Flow Timer is not active in the calibration mode. 

Net Quantity: Display Only
The net quantity of the active delivery.

Gross Quantity: Display Only
The gross quantity of the active delivery.

operatIon - delIvery Setup

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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operatIon - delIvery Setup

delIvery Setup 2
Calibration details - Display Only
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name 
and calibration type of the active calibration

Auxiliary 1 Output: (LB)   u
Determines when to activate the Auxiliary 1 component. 
Common Auxiliary 1 components are pump controls, additive 
injectors, and alarms. The value of this field is unique to each 
product. The options include:

Off 

On

On during delivery 

Monitor Flow Rate activates Auxiliary 1 at the beginning of the delivery and deactivates at 40 units/time flowrate

Toggle Flow Rate activates Auxiliary 1 at flowrate designated in the Toggle Flow Rate field

Auxiliary 2 Output: (LB)   u
Determines when to activate the Auxiliary 2 component. Common Auxiliary 2 components are pump controls, additive 
injectors, and alarms. The value of this field is unique to each product. The options include:

Off 

On

On during delivery 

Flow direction activates Auxiliary 2 according to the Flow Direction field on the System Setup 1 screen

Toggle Flow Rate: (fE)   u
The flow rate value at which Auxiliary 1 activates in the Toggle Flow Rate: mode. Auxiliary 1 remains activated 
above the set flow rate value and deactivates when the flow rate falls below the value. A common output is an air 
operated valve (AOV) on the pump. When the flow rate value is attained, the AOV is activated switching the pump 
from low bypass pressure mode to full flow fuel mode (high bypass pressure). When the flow rate falls below the 
set value, the AOV deactivates and the pump returns to low flow.  Another possible output is the engine throttle—to 
increase and decrease the RPM of the pump shaft. In applications such as these, the flow rate value in this field 
should be below the low flow rate with a fully open nozzle or the output will never turn on. Another application of this 
field is to set the value as a maximum flow rate at which a valve should be closed. On fuel delivery trucks, flow valves 
often activate an internal switch at approximately 18 GPM (68 LPM). The value of this field is unique to each product. 

Ticket Header Text: (fE)    u (Lines 11 and 12 are Weights & Measures protected )
Supplies 10 lines where you can enter text for the ticket header. Every delivery ticket printed by the LCR 600 will print 
this text at the top of every ticket. Lines 11 and 12 must be edited in General Setup 2 while in the calibration position.

delIvery Setup 3
Calibration details - Display Only
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name 
and calibration type of the active calibration.

Shift Start: Display Only
Date and time when the active shift started.

deliveries: Display Only
Number of deliveries for the active shift.

Shift Net: Display Only
Net volume delivered during the active shift.

Shift Gross: Display Only 
Gross volume delivered during the active shift.

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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operatIon - delIvery Setup (poS)

delIvery Setup 3 (continued)
Clear Shift: (LB)    u
Resets active shift data. 

Net Totalizer: Display Only
Net volume delivered by the LCR 600. Can only be reset in calibration position or with a clear all.

Gross Quantity: Display Only
Gross volume delivered by the LCR 600. Can only be reset in calibration position or with a clear all.

delIvery Setup 1 (poS) 
Delivery Setup screen for LCR 600’s with the POS upgrade

Gross Quantity: Display Only
The quantity according to gross volume. This field will be 
Net Quantity when the active product is temperature 
compensated. See preset directions on pg. 46.

Calibration details - Display Only
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name, 
and calibration type of the active calibration.

Product #: (fE)   u - l
The product code, product name, and product number of the 
active product.

Gross Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to gross volume. This field will be Net Preset when the active product is temperature 
compensated. See preset directions on pg. 46.

Price Preset: (fE)   u - l - p
Preset value according to price.

Price/Unit: Display Only
The active price per unit of measure. This field can be locked in the Setup POS screen Lock Price? field.

Tax Code: Display Only
The tax code designated to the active product.

Volume discount: Display Only
The volume discount designated to the active product. This field can be locked in the Setup POS screen Lock 
discount Categories? field.

Cash discount: Display Only
The cash discount designated to the active product. This field can be locked in the Setup POS screen Lock 
discount Categories? field.

Auxiliary 1 Output: (LB)    u - l
Determines when to activate the Auxiliary 1 component. Common Auxiliary 1 components are pump controls, additive 
injectors, and alarms. The options include:

Off 

On

On during delivery 

Monitor Flowrate activates Auxiliary 1 at the beginning of the delivery. Auxiliary 1 stays active below a 40 units/time flowrate and deactivates 
over 40 units/time flowrate
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delIvery Setup 1 (poS) (continued)
Auxiliary 2 Output: (LB)   u - l
Determines when to activate the Auxiliary 2 component. Common Auxiliary 2 components are pump controls, additive 
injectors, and alarms. The options include:
Off 

On

On during delivery 

Flow direction activates Auxiliary 2 according to the Flow Direction field on the System Setup 1 screen 

Toggle Flow Rate: (fE)   u - l
The flow rate value at which Auxiliary 1 activates in the Toggle Flow Rate: mode. Auxiliary 1 remains activated 
above the set flow rate value and deactivates when the flow rate falls below the value. A common output is an air 
operated valve (AOV) on the pump. When the flow rate value is attained, the AOV is activated switching the pump 
from low bypass pressure mode to full flow fuel mode (high bypass pressure). When the flow rate falls below the 
set value, the AOV deactivates and the pump returns to low flow.  Another possible output is the engine throttle—to 
increase and decrease the RPM of the pump shaft. In applications such as these, the flow rate value in this field 
should be below the low flow rate with a fully open nozzle or the output will never turn on. Another application of this 
field is to set the value as a maximum flow rate at which a valve should be closed. On fuel delivery trucks, flow valves 
often activate an internal switch at approximately 18 GPM (68 LPM).

Preset Type: (LB)   u - l
Provides four options for handling preset deliveries.

Clear resets the preset values to 0 after the current delivery is ended. 

Retain maintains the preset values to be used again on the next delivery. 

Multiple allows more than one preset to be run before a delivery ticket is printed. Delivery ticket printed with PRINT command.

Inventory maintains the remaining preset amount between deliveries. Typically used to indicate the remaining volume in the vehicle tank.

No-Flow Timer: (fE)   u - l
The amount of time until the LCR 600 ends a delivery and prints a ticket after it senses that no product is flowing 
through the meter. The time can be set from 0 to 3600 seconds. If the time is set as 0, the feature is deactivated and 
the message “Multiple Deliveries at One Site” will be printed on the delivery ticket. If the value is greater than 180, the 
message “Multiple Deliveries at One Site” will be printed on the delivery ticket. The No-Flow Timer protects product 
from being delivered to unauthorized locations sometimes referred to as “riding the ticket”. Increasing the value allow 
fuelers to deliver fuel to more than one tank (or fueling point) at a single site and print one ticket that includes every 
tank at that site. The No-Flow Timer is not active in the calibration mode.

Add Miscellaneous Charges:    S
Opens the Miscellaneous Charges list box.

operatIon - delIvery Setup (poS)

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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delIvery Setup 2 (poS)
Delivery Setup screen for LCR 600’s with the POS upgrade

Gross Quantity: Display Only
The quantity according to gross volume. This field will be 
Net Quantity when the active product is temperature 
compensated. See preset directions on pg. 46.

Calibration details - Display Only
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name, 
and calibration type of the active calibration.

Product #: (fE)   u - l
The product code, product name, and product number of the 
active product.

Set All Product Pricing:    u - l - p
Opens the Product Price Entry Screen where the prices for all products can be changed.

Ticket Header Text: (fE)    u 
Supplies 12 lines where you can enter text for the ticket header. Every delivery ticket printed by the LCR 600 will print 
this text at the top of every ticket.

delIvery Setup 3 (poS)
Delivery Setup screen for LCR 600’s with the POS upgrade

product & Calibration details  (fE)   u - l
C1   PT1  GAS 91  Gasoline
The calibration number, calibration code, calibration name 
and calibration type of the active calibration

Shift Start: Display Only
Date and time when the active shift started.

deliveries: Display Only
Number of deliveries for the active shift.

Shift Net: Display Only
Net volume delivered during the active shift.

Shift Gross: Display Only 
Gross volume delivered during the active shift.

Clear Shift: (LB)    u - l
Resets active shift data. 

Net Totalizer: Display Only
Net volume delivered by the LCR 600. Can only be reset in calibration position or with a clear all.

Gross Quantity: Display Only
Gross volume delivered by the LCR 600. Can only be reset in calibration position or with a clear all.

l -  locked
u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance

operatIon - delIvery Setup (poS)

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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dIagnoStIcS and troubleShootIng

diagnostics and troubleshooting overview
The LCR 600 provides tools for diagnosing and troubleshooting itself as well as other aspects of the meter system. 
The three main diagnostic tools are error messages, diagnostic and status screens, and diagnostic tickets. Error 
messages will pop up on the LCR 600 when the register can not continue its current function without an adjustment 
in the current settings. The diagnostic and status screens provide a detailed account of the status of the LCR 600. 
Diagnostic tickets provide a rundown of calibration data, system identification information, temperature probe data, 
error messages, and other useful bits of information. These three tools can help you pinpoint any issues occurring 
within the system and the LCR 600 and maintain an accurate, efficient, and safe fluid measurement system.

error messages
The LCR 600 identifies entry errors and system errors as soon as they occur. When an error occurs, a shaded box 
with a short description of the error will appear on the display. The error might also include additional instructions or 
options. If necessary, the additional options will give you the opportunity to open the diagnostic screens. In many error 
cases, you will also want to print a diagnostic ticket (see page 63). The list below explains LCR 600’s error messages 
and possible corrective actions. If the suggestions listed are not successful, consult the troubleshooting section. If the 
troubleshooting tips do not help, call an authorized Liquid Controls service provider.

delIvery error meSSageS 
These messages may be displayed when the LCR 600 is attempting to start, in the midst, or finishing a delivery.

delivery ticket pending
A new delivery was attempted but the previous delivery ticket was not 
printed in its entirety. Turn the selector switch to the PRINT position. 
Once the previous delivery ticket is printed, a new delivery can begin.

Check printer and cable
The printer is not responding. The most common cause is no ticket in 
the printer. Epson slip printers have a built in photo eye to detect if a 
ticket is in position. Other causes include faulty data cable or power 
cable and LCR 600 circuit board failure.

ROM CHeCKSUM eRROR
The program memory space of the LCR 600 has been corrupted. If 
this error occurs, the unit must be reflashed with the control software 
before any deliveries can be made. Flash instructions are available on 
the www.lcmeter.com website.

TeMPeRATURe eRROR
The temperature circuit returned an error or the temperature calibration data is in error. Check the temperature probe 
and its connections. A broken temperature probe wire is the most common cause of this error. See the troubleshooting 
section for more information (see page 65).

VCF dOMAIN eRROR
The calculated temperature falls outside the allowable range for the current compensation parameter. Verify that the 
product compensation type is correct on the Calibration Setup 2 screen (See page 35).

PULSeR FAILURe
The number of pulser faults exceeds the allowable amount. Pulser faults typically occur in high vibration environments 
or when the flow rate is highly throttled. The LCR 600 allows a maximum of five times the number of pulses required 
for the least significant displayed digit or 0.1% of the pulses generated for the current delivery. This equation can 
not be altered. Liquid Controls is not responsible for pulser failures caused by excessive system vibrations. See the 
troubleshooting section for more information (see page 66).

MeTeR CALIB eRROR
The product selected for delivery has not been calibrated. Select a calibrated product.
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dIagnoStIcS - error meSSageS

NO FLOW STOP ERROR
The  no flow timer expired and terminated the delivery. This is not an error condition. See the Delivery Setup 1 to 
change the no flow timer.

POWER FAIL ERROR
The delivery ended due to a loss of input voltage. Check the power supply and wiring to the LCR 600. Check the in-
line fuse. See the troubleshooting section for more information (see page 65).

PReSeT eRROR
When accessing a preset field, a flash memory error was detected. 

TeRMINAL NOT CONNeCTed
A terminal connection was disconnected during a delivery. Check the cables and connectors for broken wires and 
loose connections.

dATA ACCeSS eRROR
A flash memory error occurred.

INIT WARNING
This message appears when No-Flow Timer or the Ticket Required? fields return an error. If this error occurs, 
the delivery can continue but default values 180 and Yes are used.

run tIme error meSSageS 
These messages may be displayed if an error occurs while the system is running.

Invalid entry or entry out of range
The value entered into the field edit box is outside of the range 
specified for the field. Reenter the value.

FLASH CRC FAILURe
The CRC stored with an LCR 600 data block indicates the data 
or CRC has been corrupted. A rebuild operation could possibly fix 
the problem. If not, try a clear all (Call Liquid Controls for clear all 
instructions). If that does not work, hardware may be at fault and the 
unit should be returned to Liquid Controls for more analysis. Before 
starting a clear all operation, print a calibration ticket.

FLASH WRITE FAILURE
A failure detected while a data block was being written to the flash memory. See Flash CRC Failure above for 
corrective actions

FLASH NOT INITIALIZed
The selector switch was not in the CALIBRATION position when a Clear All or Rebuild was attempted.

Invalid entry or entry out of range 
The data entered was not within the required range limits for the specific field.

Duplicate flow rates not allowed
This message only appears when setting up multi-point calibration. When calibrating a multi-point meter, each 
linearization point must have a unique flow rate. This message is displayed if a duplicate flow rate is entered.

Adjacent linearization points out of 0.25% range
This message only appears when setting up multi-point calibration. When calibrating a multi-point meter, adjacent 
linearization points must be within a 0.25% correction of each other. To avoid this error, select an additional flow rate 
and correction factor between the two points. More than one additional point may be required. 
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dIagnoStIcS

dIagnoStIcS
Gross Count: Display Only
The gross volume of the active delivery.

Flow Rate: Display Only
The current flow rate of the active delivery.

Unit of Measure:  (LB)   c
The unit of flow measurement.
 
Gallons • Litres • Cubic M • Lbs (pounds) • 

Kgs • Barrels • Other 

Flow Rate Base:  (LB)   c
The time unit of the flow rate.

Per Second • Per Minute • Per Hour 

Pulser Reversals: Display Only
The number of pulser reversal occurrences.

Supply Voltage: Display Only
The current voltage being supplied to the LCR 600.

Software Revision: Display Only
The current version of LCR 600 software installed.

Language Revision: Display Only
The current version of language software installed on the LCR 600.

Ticket Revision: Display Only
The current version of ticket revision software installed on the LCR 600.

fE -  field Edit Box
LB -  List Box

field type
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dIagnoStIcS - machIne StatuS

machIne StatuS 
Security: Display Only
A description of the active security level.

Idle • Unlocked Idle • Delivery Paused • Delivery 
Active • W&M Idle • Factory Idle

Switch: Display Only
The position of the selector switch.

Run • Stop • Print • Shift Print • Calibrate

State: Display Only
The current processing activity of the LCR 600.

Run • Stop • End Delivery • Auxiliary • Shift • Calibrate • Waiting for No-Flow • Unknown

Printing? Display Only
Is the printer currently printing? 

Other errors? Display Only
Are there any other errors being reported by the LCR? 

Printer Status   c - u - l - p
Select this field to open the Printer Status screen. Pg. 58.

delivery Status   c - u - l - p
Select this field to open the Delivery Status screen. Pg. 59.

delivery Code   c - u - l - p 
Select this field to open the Delivery Code screen. Pg. 60. l -  locked

u -  unlocked
c -  Weights & measures calibration
p -  Stop/pause
f -  factory

Security clearance
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dIagnoStIcS - prInter StatuS

prInter StatuS
delivery Ticket? Display Only
Has a delivery ticket been requested?  

Shift Ticket? Display Only
Has a shift ticket been requested?  

diagnostic Ticket? Display Only 
Has a diagnostic ticket been requested?  

Pass-Through Print? Display Only 
Is text from the host in the LCR print buffer?  

Printer error? Display Only
Has an error been detected with the printer?  

Printer Busy? Display Only 
Has the print processor began to print a ticket?  
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dIagnoStIcS - delIvery StatuS

delIvery StatuS
ROM Check Sum? Display Only
Has a delivery not started due to the checksum of the 
LectroCount program code space failing? 

Temperature? Display Only
Has the current delivery not started (or was terminated) due 
to an error with the temperature reading hardware? 

Watchdog? Display Only
Was the processor reset due to a LectroCount watchdog time 
out error? 

VCF Setup? Display Only
Was there an error setting up the volume compensation factor for the current product? 

VCF domain? Display Only
Did the temperature of the product go outside the valid range for the compensation type of the product? 

Meter Calibration? Display Only
Did an error occur while setting up the meter calibration for the current delivery? 

Pulser Failure? Display Only
Did the current delivery terminate due to too many pulser faults?

Preset Stop? Display Only
Was the gross or net preset volume reached? 

No-Flow Stop? Display Only
Was the current delivery stopped due to no-flow being detected through the meter for a specified amount of time?  

Stop/Pause Request? Display Only
Was a stop activated by the selector switch during an active delivery?

Print/end Request? Display Only
Was a print activated by the selector switch during an active delivery? 

Power Failure? Display Only
Did a delivery end due to a power fail condition for more than 15 seconds?

Preset error? Display Only
Did a delivery end due to an error condition while attempting to set up a gross or net preset?

Printer? Display Only
Does the current delivery require a printed ticket but the printer is off-line or busy?

data Access? Display Only
Did a data access error occur during the delivery which was critical to the delivery? 
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dIagnoStIcS - delIvery code

delIvery code
delivery Ticket? Display Only
Is a delivery ticket is pending? 
A new delivery cannot be started until this field is cleared by 
successfully printing the last delivery ticket.

Shift Ticket? Display Only
Has a shift ticket been requested and waiting to be printed? 

Flow Active? Display Only
Is the flow active during a delivery?
This field changes with the delivery Active? field, but it 
also turns off when a delivery is paused and turned on when 
the delivery is resumed.

delivery Active? Display Only
Is a delivery active?

Gross Preset Active? Display Only
Is the current delivery a gross preset? 

Net Preset Active? Display Only
Is the current delivery a net preset?

Stop/Gross Preset? Display Only
Has the current delivery been stopped by reaching a gross preset value? 

Stop/Net Preset? Display Only
Has the current delivery been stopped by reaching a net preset value? 

VCF Active? Display Only
Is the volume of the current delivery compensated according to temperature?

S1 Closed? Display Only
Is the S1 solenoid closed? 
During preset deliveries, the S1 solenoid should be open at full product flow and closed at dwell flow. 

delivery Beginning? Display Only 
Is a delivery in the process of being started?  

New delivery Queued? Display Only
Has a new delivery has been queued in the LCR 600?
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To print a diagnostic ticket:

1. Press RELEASE on the printer. Insert a blank delivery 
ticket.

2. Press FORWARD on the printer to engage the ticket.

3. Turn the LCR 600 selector switch to SHIFT PRINT for 
less than 2 seconds and turn the switch to PRINT.

4. When the ticket fi nishes printing, press RELEASE on 
the printer. Remove the ticket.

5. Insert a blank delivery ticket and press FORWARD on 
the printer to engage the new ticket

Diagnostic Ticket (Calibration Ticket)

diagnostic Tickets and error Message examples

Diagnostic Ticket (Calibration Ticket) continued

dIagnoStIcS - dIagnoStIc tIcKet

Diagnostic tickets can run over the length of a standard 
slip printer ticket. Two tickets may be required. When 
the printer stops printing, replace the ticket and press 

EntEr on the LCR 600.
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troubleshooting the lcr 600
The troubleshooting section of this manual covers the common problem situations. Call your local authorized Liquid 
Controls service provider or the Liquid Controls electronics service department if the troubleshooting section does not 
address the situation.

When troubleshooting the Lcr 600 follow these guidelines:
• Check for proper operating voltages before changing the circuit board. If the circuit board needs to be changed, be sure to remove all 

power to the LCR 600.

• The error message or a diagnostic ticket will contain an error message that can be useful in troubleshooting. Examine the diagnostic 
screens on the LCR 600 or the diagnostic ticket to make sure all set-up fields are accurate, e.g. pulses per unit volume, temperature 
coefficient and base temperature. Print a diagnostic ticket by moving the red selector switch to “SHIFT PRINT” for less than two 
seconds. 

• Never remove a terminal block or jumper with the power on.

• Never install a terminal block or jumper with the power on.

• Never force a terminal block into its location.

• Never exchange or reposition terminal blocks on the circuit board.

• In case of a major problem such as a burned or water-damaged circuit board, evaluate possible causes before replacing it and 
turning the power back on.

• Isolate the problem before changing the circuit board.

• Return faulty circuit boards with the proper forms, concisely completed.

problem probable cauSe SolutIon
unit will not power 
up or no display.

1. Inadequate supply voltage. 
+9 to 28VDC is required for 
operation.

1. With the key in the accessory position, check the battery 
voltage to the circuit board at J6. Use terminal #11 as 
positive and terminal #12 as DC ground. While the LCR 
600 will power-up at +9VDC, it is recommended that the 
input be at least +12.6VDC. 

2. Check the 7.5A, in-line fuse (PN 70985) for continuity. 
It is located on the accessory power line. Replace if 
necessary.

unit blows 7.5A 
fuse.

1. +12VDC Battery line is 
shorted to ground.

1. For safety reasons, remove the 7.5A in-line fuse from the 
accessory power cable.

2. Remove the J6 terminal block. Inspect for stray wire 
stands and visible shorts.

3. Using a multimeter, take a reading across terminal 11 
and terminal 12 on the J6 terminal block. The terminals 
should be open. If the multimeter shows a short, replace 
the power cable (PN 81512).

4. Inspect the power cable for damaged insulation that 
could cause a short between the wire and the chassis (or 
other nearby metal). If the cable is damaged, replace it. 

5. Replace the 7.5A fuse (PN 70985) and re-install the J6 
connector.

6. If the 7.5A fuse blows again, replace the LCR 600 circuit 
board.

troubleShootIng
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troubleShootIng

problem probable cauSe SolutIon
“power failure” 
appears diagnostic 
ticket or LCR 
600 shuts down 
unexpectedly.

1. 

2. 

Power to LCR 600 
interrupted during delivery.

Static discharge.

1. Check accessory power cable for damage. Ensure that 
the power, common and ground wires (11, 12 and 13) on 
power connector J6 are secure. 

2. Turn on all truck accessories (head lamps, 2-way radio, 
heater, etc.). Engage the hose reel and monitor the DV 
voltage at J6 using terminal 11 as positive and terminal 
12 as ground. If the voltage drops below +10VDC, the 
truck electrical system may not

3. Verify proper grounding of the LCR 600. Refer to the 
installation manual for proper grounding procedures.

Epson printer 
release light 
flashes.

1. Low voltage to the Epson 
printer.

1. Check the battery voltage for a minimum of +12.6VDC.
2. Under extreme cold conditions, the printer may not 

operate. Warm up the cab of the vehicle.
3. If the release light continues to flash, replace the Epson 

295 Printer (PN E49001).
no power indicator 
lights to the Epson 
printer.

1. No power to the Epson 
printer.

1. Verify that the power switch is in the ON position. This 
switch is located on the left-hand side of the Epson 295 
printer.

2. Check the printer power cable (PN 825001) to ensure 
that it is seated in the port properly. If the problem 
persists, replace the power cable. If the problem 
continues replace the Epson printer (PN E49001).

“temperature 
Error” appears on 
diagnostic ticket or 
on the LCR 600.

1. Open or shorted circuit 
between the RTD probe and 
LCR 600.

1. Remove terminal block J14 from the circuit board. On 
the terminal block, measure and record the resistance 
between the following pins:
     TERMINAL #               CoNTINuITy
J14 #20 to #22         100Ω  ±20Ω
J14 #20 to #23         100Ω  ±20Ω
J14 #21 to #22         100Ω  ±20Ω
J14 #21 to #23         100Ω  ±20Ω

2. If the readings are not within the above tolerances, 
replace the RTD probe (PN 71130).

Product flow does 
not register on LCR 
600 display.

1.

2. 

Pulser shaft is not turning
with product flow.

Pulser failure.

1. Manually spin the pulser shaft and monitor the LCR 600 
display.

2. If the LCR 600 display counter increments, this may 
indicate a mechanical problem. Contact your local 
Liquid Controls distributor or the Liquid Controls service 
department for assistance.

3. If the LCR 600 display counter does not increment, see 
“Pulser Failure” in the following troubleshooting section.
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problem probable cauSe SolutIon
“pulser failure” 
appears on the 
diagnostic ticket 
or on the LCR 600 
display.

1.

2. 

Missing pulse counts.

Excessive reversals.

Pulser faults generally 
occur in a high vibration 
environment. Liquid 
Controls is not responsible 
for pulser failures caused 
by excessive system 
vibrations.

1. Using a multimeter, measure the following DC voltages 
on terminal block J8, while J8 is connected to the circuit 
board. Use terminal 37 as ground reference.
TERMINAL #                   VoLTAGE
  J8 #32                    +5 VDC
  J8 #33                  0 or +5VDC
  J8 #34                  0 or +5VDC

2. If the terminals show the preceding voltages, check for 
loose pulser wiring connections. If no loose connections 
are found, replace the encoder harness.
(PN 81584 – for Series E2611X and E2612X)
(PN 81412 – for Series E2605X and E2606X) or
(Hard wires for POD pulser.)

TERMINAL #                   VoLTAGE
  J8 #32                      0 VDC
  J8 #33                    +1-3VDC
  J8 #34                   +1-3VDC

4. If the LCR 600 still shows a pulser failure, insert a ticket 
into the Epson printer and begin a delivery. With product 
flowing through the meter, measure the following DC 
voltages on the terminal block.

TERMINAL #                   VoLTAGE
  J8 #32                      0 VDC
  J8 #33                   +1-3VDC
  J8 #34                   +1-3VDC

5. If the voltages shown below are observed, ensure that 
the pulser shaft is rotating. Look for any mechanical 
problems that may cause either the meter or the pulser 
shaft to lock up. If the Lap Pad continues to indicate a 
pulser failure, replace the pulser
(Part # 81582 for Series E2611X and E2612X)
(Part # 81170 for Series E2605X and E2606X) or
(Part # 81159 for POD pulser)

TERMINAL #                   VoLTAGE
  J8 #32                    +5 VDC
  J8 #33                 0 or +5VDC
  J8 #34                 0 or +5VDC

troubleShootIng
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problem probable cauSe SolutIon
valve will not open. 1.

2.

Solenoids are inactive or 
inoperative.

Foreign debris in system.

1. Insert a delivery ticket into the Epson printer and start a 
delivery.

2. Move the selector switch from RUN to STOP and back 
to RUN. Listen for an audible clicking sound from the 
solenoids.

3. If there is an audible click from the solenoid (but still no 
flow), this may be an indication of a mechanical problem 
with the main valve or its associated components. 
Contact your local Liquid Controls distributor or the Liquid 
Controls service department for assistance.

4. If there is no audible click from the solenoid, check the 
voltage to pin #s 14, 15, 16 and 17 of terminal block J13. 
While still in RUN mode, use a multimeter to measure 
the following DC voltages on the circuit board. Use J8 pin 
#38 as a ground.

TERMINAL #                      VoLTAGE
  J13 #14            12.0VDC  ±1.5VDC
  J13 #15            1.0VDC  ± 0.5VDC
  J13 #17            12.0VDC  ±1.5VDC
  J13 #18             1.0VDC  ±0.5VDC

5. If the above voltages are correct, this may be an 
indication of a problem with the valve or its associated 
components. Contact your local Liquid Controls 
distributor or the Liquid Controls service department for 
assistance.

6. If the above voltage are incorrect, replace the solenoids 
(PN varies depending on system). If the valve problem 
persists, replace the LCR 600 circuit board (PN 84040).
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lcr 600 InputS and outputS

 lectrocount lcr 600 fields for Inputs/outputs
Input/output
component related Settings and fields Screen locations Selector Switch 

commands

etVC PrOBe

Temperature: Delivery - System Setup 2
Temperature Offset:
Temperature Offset: System Setup 2

Compensation Type: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket
Compensation Parameter: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket
Base Temperature: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket

Calibration 2

S1 SOLenOiD

Net Preset:
Gross Preset:
Price Preset:

Delivery - Delivery Setup 1

RUN, STOP, PRINT
S1 Close: Calibration Setup 1

No-Flow Timer: Delivery Setup 1

S2 SOLenOiD

Net Preset:
Gross Preset:
Price Preset:

Delivery - Delivery Setup 1

S1 Close: Calibration Setup 1

S3 SOLenOiD No Related Fields

OPtiCAL SenSOr No Related Fields

DP trAnSDUCer dP Shutdown Value: System Setup 1

inJeCtOr, PUMP, 
SHUtDOWn DeViCe, 

etC..

Auxiliary 1 Output:
Auxiliary 2 Output:
Toggle Flow Rate:

Delivery Setup 1 or 2

internAL PULSer

Flow Rate: Delivery
Pulse Output Edge:
Pulse Output Freq: General Setup 1

Pulses/Unit <k-Factor>:
Prover Quantity: Calibration Setup 1

S3 Solenoid

S1 Solenoid

S2 Solenoid

∆P Transducer

► Additive Injectors
► Pumps
► Shutdown Devices
► Other Auxiliary 
     Devices

Auxiliary Outputs Internal Pulser

Optical Sensor

ETVC Temperature Probe

Printer

lectrocount lcr 600 Input and output devices
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lectrocount lcr 600 fields for Inputs/outputs
Input/output
component related Settings and fields Screen locations Selector Switch 

commands

Printer

The type(s) of ticket that 
prints the field value is 
indicated to the right of 

the field.

Product #:  Delivery Ticket -Shift Ticket
Code: (Product) Delivery Ticket -Shift Ticket
Name: (Product) Delivery Ticket -Shift Ticket

Delivery - Delivery Setup 1 to 3 - 
Setup POS

PRINT, 
SHIFT PRINT

Net Totalizer:  Shift Ticket
Gross Totalizer:  Shift Ticket

Delivery - Calibration Setup 1 - 
Delivery Setup 3

Price/Unit:  Delivery Ticket Delivery - Delivery Setup 1 - Setup 
POS 

Add Miscellaneous Charges  Delivery Ticket
Total Price:  Delivery Ticket Delivery - Delivery Setup 1

Tax/Unit:  Delivery Ticket (no POS) 
Tax Code:  Delivery Ticket 
Volume Discount:  Delivery Ticket
Cash Discount:  Delivery Ticket
Percent Tax:  Delivery Ticket (no POS)

Delivery Setup 1 - Setup POS

Ticket Header Text  Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket Delivery Setup 2 - General Setup 1

Shift Start:  Shift Ticket
Deliveries:  Shift Ticket
Shift Net:  Shift Ticket
Shift Gross:  Shift Ticket

Delivery Setup 3

Unit ID:  Shift Ticket - Delivery Ticket (ST203)
Date Format:  All Tickets
Date:  All Tickets
Time:  All Tickets
Sale #:  All Tickets
Ticket #:  All Tickets
Print Gross and Parameter?  
Volume Corrected Messages? 

General Setup 1

Date Format:  All Tickets
Date:  All Tickets

General Setup 1 - Security - 
Advanced Features

Meter ID: Calibration Ticket - Delivery Ticket
Decimal Digits:
Residual Processing:
Printer:
Ticket Required?

System Setup 1

Unit of Measure: All Tickets System Setup 1 - Diagnostics

Calibration Event: Calibration Ticket
Configuration Event: Calibration Ticket
RTD Offset: Calibration Ticket
RTD Slope: Calibration Ticket

System Setup 2

Calibration #: Calibration Ticket System Setup 2 - Calibration 1 - 
Setup POS - Advanced Features

Calibration Code: All Tickets
Calibration Name: All Tickets
Calibration Type: Calibration Ticket

Calibration 1

Compensation Type: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket
Compensation Parameter: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket
Base Temperature: Delivery Ticket - Shift Ticket
Temperature: Calibration Ticket
Auxiliary Quantity: All Tickets
Auxiliary Unit of Measure: All Tickets

Calibration 2

Software Revision: Calibration Ticket
Language Revision: Calibration Ticket
Ticket Revision: Calibration Ticket

Diagnostics

LCR Serial ID: Calibration Ticket Advanced Features

No Flow Timer Delivery Setup 1

lcr 600 InputS and outputS
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